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The Mott transistor is a paradigm for a new class of electronic devices—often referred to by the
term Mottronics—, which are based on charge correlations between the electrons. Since correlation-
induced insulating phases of most oxide compounds are usually very robust, new methods have to
be developed to push such materials right to the boundary to the metallic phase in order to enable
the metal-insulator transition to be switched by electric gating.
Here we demonstrate that thin films of the prototypical Mott insulator LaTiO3 grown by pulsed
laser deposition under oxygen atmosphere are readily tuned by excess oxygen doping across the line
of the band-filling controlled Mott transition in the electronic phase diagram. The detected insulator
to metal transition is characterized by a strong change in resistivity of several orders of magnitude.
The use of suitable substrates and capping layers to inhibit oxygen diffusion facilitates full control
of the oxygen content and renders the films stable against exposure to ambient conditions, making
LaTiO3+x a promising functional material for Mottronics devices.
The rich electronic phase diagram of transition metal
oxides caused by strong electron correlations offers new
perspectives for future device applications, often referred
to as Mottronics.[1, 2] One particularly striking approach
is the Mott transistor. In contrast to semiconductor de-
vices, here an electronic phase transition rather than the
mere manipulation of charge is employed as a switch.
One possible realization is a Mott insulator (OFF-state)
that is reversibly driven into a metallic phase (ON-state).
Mott insulators as ”failed metals” have metallic charge
carrier densities at integer band-filling, but exhibit insu-
lating behavior due to strong on-site Coulomb interac-
tions of the valence electrons. Detuning the band-filling,
e.g., by applying an external electric field, can trigger
the Mott transition (MT) into the correlated metal phase
rendering all previously localized electrons mobile in the
ON-state.[3–9] Besides the large ON/OFF ratio and fast
switching speed in such devices, the high charge carrier
concentration allows for further miniaturization beyond
the current limits set by the extremely small number of
carriers in nanoscale semiconductor devices.[1, 3, 9–11]
The downside of the high charge carrier density, how-
ever, is the need for large electric fields to significantly
change the band-filling and thereby trigger the phase
transition.[3] Such high fields can indeed be achieved
by liquid ion gating, which was successfully applied to
demonstrate the advanced functionalities of Mott tran-
sistors in VO2 and NiNdO3, but may not be suitable for
scalable electronics.[4, 12]
Recently, the realization of a Mott transistor involving
only moderate electric gate fields was suggested. Dy-
namical mean field theory (DMFT) based simulations
have demonstrated that materials in the Mott insulat-
ing phase, but already near the MT, are highly sensitive
to external parameters such as strain and temperature,
and also electric fields.[6, 13] To reach the operating point
close to the transition into the correlated metal phase, the
development of methods to tune a material’s position in
the electronic phase diagram is crucial. In principle there
are two ways to approach the MT, either by decreasing
the on-site Coulomb interaction relative to the electron
bandwidth (bandwidth controlled MT) or by changing
the band-filling (filling controlled MT).[8]
Here, we report on the filling controlled MT in
LaTiO3+x (LTO) thin films driven by excess oxygen dop-
ing. The material’s tendency to over-oxidize makes the
fabrication of LTO thin films challenging, but offers a
precise tunability of the band-filling once full control over
the oxygen stoichiometry is gained.
Due to their strong on-site Coulomb interactions and
narrow bandwidths 3 d1 perovskites are intensively stud-
ied as prototypical Mott systems. The series SrVO3-
CaVO3-LaTiO3-YTiO3 exhibits a trend towards increas-
ing electron localization from an enhanced effective elec-
tron mass in the metallic vanadates to increasing charge
gaps (0.2...1 eV) in the Mott insulating titanates.[14, 15]
Recently, it was pointed out that the drastic change of the
electronic properties in these seemingly similar materials
is based on the progression of an orthorhombic distortion
towards the GdFeO3-type structure. In the undistorted
cubic perovskite SrVO3 the three t2g bands are degener-
ate with an effective band-filling of 16 favoring the corre-
lated metal phase. In the distorted titanates, however,
the splitting of the t2g levels gives rise to Mott insulat-
ing behavior.[16, 17] Stoichiometric LaTiO3 is therefore a
prototypical single band Mott insulator and, as indicated
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structures of LaTiO3, La2Ti2O7, and LaTiO3+x (for details see text). (b) XRD patterns of LTO films
grown by PLD on STO (001) substrates at various oxygen growth pressures. Phase-purity is established by the absence of
Bragg peaks for the oxygen-rich La2Ti2O7 phase or other Ti oxides (see also inset with larger scattering angle range). Kβ
denotes the satellite line caused by the Cu Kβ part of the x-ray source. (c) LEED patterns reflect the structural quality of the
film surface, which improves as the oxygen growth pressure is reduced. (d) Ti 2p spectra probed by in situ XPS reveal a strong
over-oxidation towards Ti4+.
by its small Mott gap, already close to the transition into
the correlated metal phase.
Further approaching the MT appears possible by p-
doping with excess oxygen, since LaTiO3 is the n = ∞
endmember of the homologous series LanTinO3n+2.
[18]
Here, excess oxygen is hosted in the (011)-planes of the
pseudocubic (pc) perovskite unit cell with the index n
denoting the distance between these planes in unit cells
ranging from n = ∞ to n = 4. The structure of the
two endmembers LaTiO3 and La2Ti2O7 with a corre-
sponding configuration of d1 (Ti3+) and d0 (Ti4+) is
sketched in Figure 1(a). The existence of these oxygen
rich phases poses challenges for the fabrication of stoi-
chiometric LaTiO3 thin films, since the energetically fa-
vored valence is Ti4+ and unintentional and uncontrolled
over-oxidation may easily occur.
In order to systematically investigate the effects of
over-oxidation we fabricated a series of LTO thin films
by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) at typical growth
parameters[19–26] on SrTiO3 (STO) substrates in oxy-
gen background pressures of 10−5 mbar and lower. The
structural characterization by x-ray diffraction (XRD)
and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) is depicted in
Figure 1(b) and (c) and reveals a general trend: the qual-
ity of the diffraction pattern improves for films fabricated
in lower oxygen pressure as judged by the Laue intensity
oscillations in XRD and the overall contrast and width
of the Bragg peaks in LEED. Furthermore, an increase
of the lattice constant is detected by XRD for growth
in an oxygen pressure of 10−5 mbar, as indicated by ar-
rows in Figure 1(b). Besides LaTiO3 no other phases are
detected. Especially the absence of the La2Ti2O7 signal
at 2Θ = 21.15◦ and any diffraction peaks from binary ti-
tanate compounds as seen in Refs.19 and 27 demonstrate
the phase purity of the films. Note that the 2x2 surface
reconstruction with respect to the pc unit cell in LEED
is in line with the GdFeO3-type perovskite structure.
The effect of doping is studied by monitoring the va-
lence of the titanium cations as probed by x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) of the Ti 2p core level. Due
to the screening by the additional 3d electron the bind-
ing energy of the Ti 2p core level of Ti3+-ions is reduced
with respect to that of Ti4+-ions, making this core level
an excellent measure of the 3d band-filling. The measure-
ments were carried out in situ, i.e., keeping the samples
in ultra high vacuum after PLD growth, to avoid any
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FIG. 2. (a) Ti 2p3/2 XPS spectra of LTO films prepared on various substrates. A strong impact of the substrate choice
on the titanium valence is detected. (b) Oxygen out-diffusion from the different substrates into the LTO films (see text for
details). (c) Angle-dependent XPS spectra of the Ti 2p3/2 line measured on the bare LTO film surface together with data
from an LAO-capped LTO film, both grown on a DSO substrate. (d) Microscopic model describing the impact of additional
oxygen adsorbed at apical surface sites on the electronic structure of the LTO top layers. (e) Spectral weight ratio of the tri-
to tetravalent titanium components as a function of electron emission angle, obtained from the spectra measured on the bare
LTO surface presented in (c). A quantitative evaluation based on the microscopic model yields a coverage with apical oxygen
of α ≈ 75% and an extension d of the Ti4+-containing surface layer of 2 uc.
post-fabrication oxidation. As is clear from Figure 1(d),
all samples suffer from strong over-oxidation. Even for
fabrication in vacuum (p < 2 × 10−8 mbar) the dom-
inating valency is Ti4+, corresponding to an electronic
occupancy far away from half band-filling. Similar to the
La2Ti2O7 phase, breaking the shared corners of adjacent
TiO6 octahedra allows the incorporation of excess oxy-
gen ions but—in contrast to La2Ti2O7—only locally and
in a random manner as sketched for the LaTiO3+x case
in Figure 1(a). Such randomly distributed excess oxygen
does not result in coherent Bragg peaks, making diffrac-
tion techniques insensitive to this kind of over-oxidation.
Therefore a direct characterization of the electronic prop-
erties is crucial and an analysis of the merely structural
properties may be misleading.
At this point, we briefly comment on the implications
of these results for oxide heterostructures, in which LTO
is frequently integrated as an electron donor layer.[20, 28]
In such structures special care about the titanium valency
should be exercised, since the observation of Ti4+ in the
LTO layer may not prove the intended electron transfer.
It rather could signal the over-oxidation discussed above.
Avoiding over-oxidation, i.e., gaining control of the
oxygen stoichiometry in LTO thin films is an essential
prerequisite for controlled p-doping. Due to the ele-
vated temperatures required during thin film fabrication
substantial oxygen diffusion between substrate and film
is expected.[29] Since STO is prone to oxygen vacancy
formation upon vacuum annealing and exhibits a high
oxygen diffusion coefficient, we expect a strong oxygen
out-diffusion from this substrate material.[29–33] This hy-
pothesis is tested by introducing an epitaxial LaAlO3−x
(LAO) buffer layer between substrate and LTO film to
block the oxygen out-diffusion. As depicted in Figure
2(a), these samples indeed exhibit an increased Ti3+ sig-
nal (black curve) but still show a dominant Ti4+ contri-
bution. The latter can be further reduced by employing
DyScO3 (DSO) substrates such that the Ti
3+ signal is
prevailing. Upon reducing the Ti4+ content, the struc-
tural properties as characterized by RHEED and LEED
further improve. A layer-by-layer growth mode and an
atomically flat and clean LTO surface is achieved for fab-
rication on DSO substrates as discussed in detail in Sec-
tion S1 (Supporting Information). Note that for epitaxy
on DSO substrates the best structural properties and
lowest Ti4+ content are achieved for growth in an oxygen
background pressure of 5×10−8 mbar, and not in vacuum
as for STO based samples (see Figure S2, Supporting In-
formation). Without a sizable oxygen out-diffusion from
the DSO substrate, additional oxygen needs to be sup-
plied to reach the optimal oxidation conditions for the
growth of LTO thin films.
The origin of the remaining over-oxidation on DSO
based samples is of a different nature, as revealed by
angle-dependent XPS measurements presented in Figure
2(c). Increasing the photoelectron emission angle ϑ to-
4wards grazing emission—and thereby decreasing the ef-
fective probing depth λeff = λ0 cos ϑ—results in a strong
enhancement of the Ti4+ signal. This demonstrates that
the remaining over-oxidation is limited to a strongly con-
fined surface layer on the length scale of the photoelec-
tron inelastic mean free path λ0 = 18.9 A˚.
[34] A plausible
origin for this surface over-oxidation is the adsorption
of additional oxygen ions at the apical sites completing
the surface TiO6 octahedra and removing two electrons
per anion from the LTO film, as sketched in Figure 2(d).
Such apical oxygen ligands have already been detected
by scanning tunneling microscopy on the surface of the
related perovskite SrVO3.
[35] A quantitative evaluation
of the Ti3+ to Ti4+ intensity ratio supports this scenario
and is plotted in Figure 2(e). Due to an apical oxygen
coverage α, a surface layer containing Ti4+-ions with an
extension of d unit cells is assumed. The angle-dependent
XPS data is best reproduced for d = 2 uc and a coverage
α ≈ 75%. Details of the model calculation can be found
in Section S3 (Supporting Information).
These apical oxygen sites can be blocked by an epitax-
ial LAO capping layer. Since the cations in the LAO cap-
ping layer are of the same oxidation states as the cations
in bulk LTO, the situation for the topmost TiO2 layer
(the former surface layer) is similar to bulk LTO. The
oxygen octahedra are completed and the lanthanum and
aluminum cations of the capping layer supply their share
of electrons, thereby avoiding an electron depletion from
Ti3+-ions (see Figure 2(d)). LAO-capped LTO thin films
grown on DSO substrates indeed exhibit no Ti4+ sig-
nal indicating a stoichiometric LaTi3+O3 thin film (see
green spectrum in Figure 2(c)). Furthermore the capping
layer prevents any further oxidation upon exposure to air
which is crucial for future device fabrication (see Section
S4, Supporting Information).
We like to point out here that the complex over-
oxidation mechanisms in LTO thin films have recently
led to confusion about the line shape of the 2p spec-
trum in d1 transition metal oxides. It has been argued
that photoemission final states always lead to a Ti4+ sig-
nal even for stoichiometric LTO exclusively comprised
of Ti3+-ions.[26] Our measurements, however, give proof
that this is not the case. Rather, a pure Ti3+ spectrum
without any detectable additional satellite structures is
observed. For reference the Ti 2p photoemission and the
Ti L edge x-ray absorption spectra of stoichiometric LTO
thin films are provided in Figure S5 (Supporting Infor-
mation).
Having demonstrated how to gain control of the oxy-
gen stoichiometry, we now deliberately tune the over-
oxidation to drive the filling controlled MT.
The electronic phase diagram as function of correlation
strength U/t vs. band-filling is schematically depicted in
Figure 3(a), where U is the on-site Coulomb repulsion
and t the intersite hopping integral. For orientation also
the series of prototypical d1-materials discussed above is
included. The different members (colored stars) are situ-
ated on different positions along the bandwidth controlled
MT, which is depicted by the vertical arrow. Reducing
the band-filling by supplying excess oxygen allows us to
continuously change the position along the filling con-
trolled MT, marked by the horizontal arrow and starting
from stoichiometric LTO (blue star) in Figure 3(a). As
shown above, additional oxygen can easily be incorpo-
rated in LTO thin films by increasing the oxygen pressure
applied during thin film fabrication. Every excess oxy-
gen ion removes two electrons from the titanium 3d band,
which eventually leads to a transition into the correlated
metal phase.
We employ resonant photoemission at the Ti L absorp-
tion edge to monitor the Ti 3d spectral function across
the transition. Note that the samples were measured in
situ and without an LAO capping. The photoelectron in-
elastic mean free path in this experiment is high enough
to probe the bulk LTO film below the over-oxidized sur-
face layer. For the employed photon energy of 460 eV,
λ0 = 10.6 A˚ and the relative contribution of the bulk sig-
nal is about 50%. Furthermore, the resonant conditions
strongly and selectively enhance the Ti 3d photoemission
signal. The resulting spectra of a stoichiometric and a p-
doped LTO thin film are depicted in Figure 3(b). In the
stoichiometric case a single Ti 3d feature is observed near
the chemical potential and identified as the lower Hub-
bard band (LHB) characteristic for the Mott insulating
phase. Interestingly, the over-oxidized surface layer on
these bare LTO samples does not lead to metallic charge
carriers, signalled by the absence of a Fermi cutoff. The
most plausible scenario is that the surface layer rather
forms areas with a band-filling of d0, i.e., with no contri-
bution to the Ti 3d spectrum, and subjacent or adjacent
stoichiometric areas in the Mott insulating phase with a
d1 band-filling. Thus, no trace of intermediately doped
(i.e. metallic) areas is detected. The onset of the LHB
is found at a binding energy of 42 meV, which is a lower
limit for the Mott gap between the upper and the lower
Hubbard band. The presence of a lower Hubbard band
and a gap size of at least 42 meV indicate that the Ti 3d
electrons are fully localized.
For the p-doped sample, labeled LaTiO3+x in Figure
3(b), a Fermi cutoff and the typical two peak structure of
a correlated metal, consisting of a coherent quasi-particle
peak (QP) and an incoherent LHB, is observed. These
findings demonstrate that fabrication of LTO thin films
at elevated oxygen pressure is a suitable method to re-
duce the band-filling and trigger the MT.
To directly probe the transport properties, which are
crucial for device applications, we have also performed
complementary temperature dependent resistivity mea-
surements. As depicted in Figure 3(c), an activated
behavior is observed for stoichiometric samples fabri-
cated in an oxygen pressure of 5 × 10−8 mbar. An
Arrhenius-type temperature dependence of the resistiv-
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FIG. 3. (a) Sketch of the electronic phase diagram of a Mott system. (b) Resonant photoemission spectra of stoichiometric
LaTiO3 and p-doped LaTiO3+x thin films measured at the Ti L absorption edge. (c) Temperature dependent resistivity
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color code.
ity with ρ ∝ exp ∆2kBT reproduces the data and yields a
Mott gap of ∆ = 198 meV. Upon p-doping by means of
increasing the oxygen growth pressure, the gap initially
decreases to ∆ = 170 meV for growth in 1 × 10−7 mbar
of oxygen before it collapses for higher oxygen pressures
as indicated by the metal-like temperature dependence.
The change of resistivity is drastic as the phase boundary
is crossed, being a factor of approx. 100 at room temper-
ature and even several orders of magnitude higher at low
temperatures. The resulting positions of these samples
in the electronic phase diagram are marked by arrows in
the corresponding colors in Figure 3(a).
The characteristics of the MT described above make
the material an exciting candidate for Mott transistors.
Samples on the insulating side of the phase transition
exhibit a Mott gap of about 200 meV, large enough to
avoid thermally activated transport crucial for a well de-
fined OFF-state. The phase transition is easily reached
by p-doping and yields a change of orders of magnitude
in conductivity. In addition, the material’s position rela-
tive to the band-filling induced MT can be adjusted by an
easily controlled fabrication parameter, i.e., the oxygen
pressure.
Besides the band-filling control demonstrated above,
fabrication of LTO as thin films allows for further tuning
of the electronic properties. For instance, the bandwidth
can be effectively reduced by decreasing the film thick-
ness in favor of the Mott insulating phase.[36] Strain en-
gineering and thereby manipulating the in-plane lattice
parameter is another approach and works both ways—
increasing and decreasing t allows to shift the material
towards the correlated metal and Mott insulating phase,
respectively.[37]
The possibility to relocate the material’s position in
the electronic phase diagram is especially important for
the optimization of the operating point of future Mott
transistor devices. As discussed above, approaching the
phase transition from the insulating side is predicted to
make the material susceptible to moderate electric fields,
thereby allowing for conventional field effect setups.
Turning from the high controllability of the electronic
properties in LTO thin films to the practical realization
of a field effect based Mott transistor, the material’s per-
ovskite crystal structure is advantageous. This material
class offers many epitaxially compatible functional com-
pounds, ready for the design of all-oxide devices. For in-
stance the two main components of a field effect device,
dielectric and electrode, can be realized by the high-κ
material STO and highly conductive SrRuO3 or SrVO3,
respectively.[38, 39]
In summary, we have established a suitable method to
control the band-filling in the prototypical Mott insula-
tor LTO by excess oxygen doping. The films can read-
ily accommodate excess oxygen ions, which was demon-
strated as an effective way of p-doping to control the
material’s electronic properties. The choice of the sub-
strate was found to be crucial to gain control of the oxy-
gen stoichiometry. Films grown on STO are inherently
over-oxidized, while fully stoichiometric LTO thin films
were fabricated on DSO substrates. These are important
steps in material development towards the realization of
a Mott transistor, which elegantly utilizes the concept of
conventional field effect setups, while harnessing at the
same time the peculiar electronic properties caused by
electron correlations.
6EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Substrate termination: A TiO2 surface termination
of STO (001) substrates was achieved by rinsing in
deionized water, etching with hydrofluoric acid, and sub-
sequent annealing in oxygen as described elsewhere.[40]
ScO2-terminated surfaces of DSO (110) (orthorhomic
notation) were prepared by annealing in oxygen, followed
by etching in NaOH.[41] All substrates were supplied by
CrysTec GmbH.
LaTiO3 thin film epitaxy by pulsed laser deposition
(PLD): A PLD system with a base pressure in the
10−10 mbar range was used to fabricate the LTO thin
films. To stabilize oxygen pressures in the 10−8 mbar
range at elevated temperatures, a UHV anneal of the
substrates at 500 ◦C was performed prior to the abla-
tion process. The substrate temperature during abla-
tion was held at TS = 800
◦C. Temperature control was
realized by an infrared laser (λ = 980 nm) and a two
color pyrometer, both directed to the back side of the
sample holder. The LTO material was ablated from a
polycrystalline LaTiO3+x target by a KrF excimer laser
(λ = 248 nm) with a laser fluency of Φ = 1.5 J/cm2 at a
repetition rate of f = 1 Hz and a target-to-substrate dis-
tance of 54 mm. The resulting growth rate was 30 pulses
per unit cell, as monitored by RHEED intensity oscilla-
tions. The thickness of the fabricated LTO thin films was
between 20 and 40 uc. For samples fabricated in oxy-
gen background pressure, the oxygen dosing valve was
closed directly after the ablation process and the sam-
ples were cooled down to room temperature in vacuum.
The LAO capping layers were ablated from a single crys-
talline LaAlO3 target with Φ = 1.3 J/cm
2 and f = 1 Hz
in an oxygen background atmosphere of 5 × 10−8 mbar.
During epitaxy of the capping the substrate was held at
TS = 700
◦C.
LTO thin film characterization: The PLD chamber is
attached to a UHV cluster with a base pressure in the
10−11 mbar range, allowing for an in situ characteriza-
tion by XPS and LEED directly after the PLD growth.
The XPS setup utilizes a monochromatized Al Kα x-ray
source and an Omicron EA-125 electron analyzer with
an overall energy resolution of approx. 0.40 eV. Res-
onant photoemission measurements were performed at
the two-color beamline I09 at DIAMOND Light source
using linearly polarized light with a photon energy of
459.3 eV. Hard x-ray photoemission was performed on
the same spot (size 30 µm x 50 µm) with a photon energy
of 3 keV. The spectra were recorded with an EW4000
photoelectron analyzer (VG Scienta, Uppsala, Sweden)
equipped with a wide-angle acceptance lens. A portable
UHV chamber with a base pressure in the 10−9 mbar
range equipped with a NEG pump was used to ship the
samples to DIAMOND light source and prevent oxida-
tion during transport. Temperature dependent resistiv-
ity measurements were performed in the Van-der-Pauw
geometry using a Quantum Design Physical Properties
Measurement System (PPMS) on LTO thin films capped
with 5 uc LAO to prevent oxidation in air. Electrical con-
tacts on the LTO thin films were realized by ultrasonic
wire bonding with Al wires.
SUPPORTING INFROMATION
Supporting Information is available online or from the
authors.
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2S1. Structural characterization
In the main text, the impact of the substrate choice on the oxygen content in LTO thin films was probed by the
titanium valency as determined from the Ti 2p core level photoemission spectrum. The strong oxygen-out diffusion
from STO substrates causes an over-oxidation of the LTO thin films. This diffusion is partially blocked by an LAO
buffer layer and absent when DSO substrates are used. These findings can be correlated with information from a
comprehensive structural characterization.
As depicted in Figure S1(a), the RHEED intensity oscillations of the specular reflex are strongly damped for epitaxy
on STO substrates. Such a behavior indicates a roughening of the LTO thin film surface as the film growth process
progresses. This scenario is supported by the RHEED and LEED diffraction patterns of the LTO surface after the
PLD process, displayed in Figure S1(b), red box. The diffraction patterns are blurry and the Bragg reflexes in LEED
are connected by faint streaks (highlighted by the dashed lines), typical for a defect rich surface. The situation
changes when an LAO buffer layer is introduced between the LTO thin film and the STO substrate. The buffer layer
is fabricated under the same conditions as the LTO thin film (residual gas pressure < 2× 10−8 mbar and TS=800◦C).
The subsequent fabrication of the LTO thin film displays regular RHEED intensity oscillations and the quality of
the RHEED and LEED diffraction patterns is significantly improved. Further improvement of the diffraction pattern
quality is obtained for growth on DSO substrates. The enhanced structural quality correlates with the changes of the
titanium valency towards the correct Ti3+ oxidation state, as presented in Figure 2 of the main text. The LTO thin
films fabricated on DSO substrates have a high structural quality as judged by the RHEED and LEED patterns and
are atomically flat as determined by atomic force microscopy measurements (see Figure S1 (c)).
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Figure S1. Structural characterization for thin LTO films fabricated on STO, LAO buffered STO and DSO substrates.
The color code is consistent for all sub-figures. (a) RHEED intensity oscillations of the specular reflex for LTO growth on
different substrates. Epitaxy on STO substrates results in strongly damped oscillations, whereas on LAO buffered STO and on
DSO substrates regular oscillations are observed, indicating a layer-by-layer growth mode. (b) RHEED and LEED diffraction
patterns of the corresponding LTO surfaces together with diffraction patterns from the STO surface for comparison. The
quality of the patterns obtained improves as the correct titanium valency is approached. The dashed lines in the red box
highlight the streaks between the Bragg peaks. The dotted lines are a guide to the eye. (c) AFM measurements on an LTO
film grown on a DSO substrate indicate an atomically flat surface with a step height of a single unit cell.
3S2. Optimization of oxygen growth pressure for DyScO3 based samples
For growth of LTO thin films on STO substrates it was shown in the main text that the best structural properties
and the highest amount of Ti3+ is obtained for fabrication at the lowest achievable oxygen pressures, i.e., base pressure
conditions of the chamber (”in vacuum”). Therefore the optimal oxidation state is not accessible even for the lowest
achievable oxygen growth pressures in our setup.
The situation is different, when DSO substrates are used instead of STO. As depicted in Figure S2 (a), the highest
Ti3+ to Ti4+ ratio is obtained for an oxygen growth pressure of 5×10−8 mbar. For fabrication in vacuum (residual gas
pressure p < 2× 10−8 mbar) even a Ti2+ signal is detected and the Ti3+ to Ti4+ intensity ratio is strongly decreased.
Higher oxygen pressures in the 10−7 mbar range lead to a decrease of the Ti3+ to Ti4+ ratio.
The corresponding LEED patterns depicted in Figure S2 (b-e) indicate the structural quality of the LTO thin film
surfaces. Again, the highest structural quality is obtained for an oxygen growth pressure of 5× 10−8 mbar, as judged
from the contrast and width of the Bragg spots. Fabrication in vacuum yields only a faint LEED pattern (Figure
S2 (b)). For higher oxygen growth pressures pO2 > 5× 10−8 mbar the LEED pattern is still well pronounced, but a
gradual decrease of the structural quality can be recognized as pO2 is increased. Based on these findings, we identify
pO2 = 5× 10−8 mbar as the optimal value for the fabrication of LTO thin films on DSO substrates.
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Figure S2. Optimization of oxygen growth pressure for LTO thin film fabrication on DSO substrates. (a) In situ XPS
measurements of the Ti 2p core level. The highest Ti3+ to Ti4+ intensity ratio is obtained for pO2 = 5 × 10−8 mbar. For
lower oxygen pressures Ti2+ is detected and an increased Ti4+ content is observed. Higher oxygen pressures induce a gradual
decrease of the Ti3+ to Ti4+ ratio. (b-c) LEED patterns of LTO thin films fabricated in the indicated oxygen pressure. The
quality of the LEED patterns correlates with the Ti3+ to Ti4+ intensity ratio and indicates an optimal oxygen growth pressure
of 5× 10−8 mbar for LTO thin film fabrication on DSO substrates.
4S3. Surface over-oxidation of LaTiO3/DyScO3
The angle dependent XPS measurements of the Ti 2p core level of LTO/DSO were fitted by a superposition of Ti4+
and Ti3+ reference spectra with variable weight factors for each reference spectrum. The Ti4+ reference spectrum
was obtained from a strongly over-oxidized LTO thin film fabricated on STO, which shows a negligible Ti3+ signal.
The Ti3+ reference was measured on an LAO-capped stoichiometric LTO/DSO sample. As depicted in Figure S3(a-
d), the experimental data is well reproduced by the fits. The resulting Ti3+ to Ti4+ ratios are plotted in Figure
S3(e) and are compared to a microscopic model. As sketched in Figure S3(f), the model assumes a Ti4+-containing
surface layer with an extension of d unit cells. The over-oxidation is assumed to be caused by adsorbed apical oxygen
with a relative surface coverage α. Every apical oxygen removes two electrons from the Ti 3d subshell and thereby
generates two Ti4+ ions. We assume a constant relative Ti4+ content x in the surface layer, expressed by x = 2αd .
Based on this model and considering the exponential damping caused by inelastic scattering of the photoelectrons,
the photoemission intensity ratio between the Ti3+ and Ti4+ signal is given by:
I(Ti3+)
I(Ti4+)
=
∑d−1
j=0 (1− 2αd ) e−
j·c
λ0cosϑ +
∑∞
j=d e
− j·cλ0cosϑ∑d−1
j=0
2α
d e
− j·cλ0cosϑ
. (1)
The out-of-plane lattice constant was set to c = 4 A˚ and the photoelectron inelastic mean free path λ0 was determined
by the empirical formula of Tanuma, Penn, and Powell (TPP-2M) and amounts to 18.9 A˚.1 The fits to the measured
data were performed by converging to the best values of α at several fixed values of d, the results are displayed in
Figure S3. For d = 1 the model reaches the limit of a pure Ti4+ surface layer at a coverage of α = 0.5 and clearly
overestimates the Ti3+ to Ti4+ intensity ratio. This demonstrates, that the extension of the surface layer exceeds
one unit cell. The best fit is obtained for d = 2 at a coverage of α = 0.7 and reproduces the absolute value of the
Ti3+ to Ti4+ intensity ratio as well as its angular dependence. Higher values for d underestimate the variation of the
intensity ratio with the emission angle ϑ and the fits exhibit a larger X 2 value. This analysis provides strong support
that the remaining over-oxidation of LTO/DSO samples is strongly confined to the sample surface, extending only
two unit cells into the sample. Due to the quantitative agreement between the microscopic model and the measured
angle dependent XPS data we identify adsorbed apical oxygen ions as the reason for the remaining over-oxidation.
The exact coverage α may delicately depend on the base pressure in the vacuum chamber and the storage time, i.e.
the oxygen dose the sample is exposed to between fabrication and measurement. More oxygen can be adsorbed from
the residual gas, probably until a coverage of α = 1. An effective way to avoid or remove this kind of over-oxidation
is an LaAlO3−x capping layer as demonstrated in the main text.
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Figure S3. Angle-dependent XPS spectra of the Ti 2p core level at various electron emission angles ϑ measured on a bare
LTO thin film fabricated on DSO. (a-d) The spectra are fitted by a superposition of Ti3+ and Ti4+ reference spectra. (e) The
resulting Ti3+ to Ti4+ ratio is used to evaluate the coverage α by apical oxygen and the extension d of the over-oxidized surface
layer within a simple model (see text for details). The data is best reproduced for a coverage of approx. 75% and an extension
of d = 2 uc. (f) Simplified sketch of the microscopic situation expected to cause the over-oxidation at the LTO surface.
6S4. Passivation of the LaTiO3 thin film surface
As discussed in the main text, LTO is prone to over-oxidation. In view of transport measurements or future device
fabrication, sample handling in air is inevitable. Therefore, we checked for changes of the titanium valency when
samples are exposed to air. To this end a Ti 2p spectrum was measured on a stoichiometric LTO thin film in situ, i.e.
keeping the sample in ultrahigh vacuum. The sample was then removed from the vacuum system and stored in air
for several days and then put back into the vacuum system to repeat the XPS measurement.The results are depicted
in Figure S4(a). The titanium valency has clearly changed and only a faint Ti3+ signal remains after storage in air
(ex situ). Thus a method to protect the LTO thin films from over-oxidation in air is required.
In Figure 2 of the main text, it was demonstrated that an epitaxial LAO capping layer blocks the adsorption sites
for apical oxygen that occurs on the bare LTO surface. Such an LAO capping layer can also be employed to protect
LTO thin films from over-oxidation. To demonstrate the successful passivation, XPS measurements on stoichiometric
LTO thin films with a 5 unit cell thick LAO capping layer were again performed in situ and ex situ. The corresponding
Ti 2p spectra are displayed in Figure S4 (b). No changes in the Ti 2p spectrum are observed, indicating that the
titanium valency remains unchanged upon exposure to air.
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Figure S4. XPS measurements of the Ti 2p core level before (in situ) and after (ex situ) exposure to air performed on bare
LTO films (a) and LAO-capped LTO films (b). (a) Without a protecting capping layer, the LTO thin films strongly over-oxidize
during storage in air. (b) A 5 uc thick LAO capping layer fully passivates the LTO thin films, no changes in the Ti 2p spectrum
are observed between the in situ and ex situ measurement.
7S5. Ti3+ reference spectra from stoichiometric LaTiO3 thin films
The complex over-oxidation mechanism in LTO thin films has led to some confusion about the intrinsic line shape
of pure Ti3+ spectra of LTO in the literature.2–4 Our systematic study of the over-oxidation and its impact on the
titanium valency in LTO thin films allows us to fabricate and identify stoichiometric samples. We therefore provide
here the Ti 2p photoemission core level spectra and Ti L-edge absorption spectra of purely tetra- and trivalent titanates
for future reference. The Ti 2p core level line measured at 3 keV photon energy is displayed in Figure S5(a) together
with a Ti4+ reference obtained from Niobium-doped SrTiO3. The Ti L-edge x-ray absorption spectrum measured in
total electron yield of the same samples can be found in Figure S5(b). The Ti3+ spectra are clearly distinguishable
from the Ti4+ spectra making a straight forward identification of the titanium valency possible. The chemical shift
between the two compounds detected in the Ti 2p spectrum is about 1.1 eV and the full width at half maximum of
the Ti3+ is significantly increased compared to the Ti4+ spectrum. The broadening arises from the interactions of
the Ti 2p core hole and the Ti 3d electron, which is absent for the Ti4+ case. The Ti3+ x-ray absorption spectrum
exhibits a rich multiplet structure resulting in broader features compared to the Ti4+ spectrum.
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Figure S5. Ti 2p photoemission (a) and Ti L-edge x-ray absorption (b) spectra of stoichiometric LaTi3+O3 thin films plotted
together with spectra measured on SrTi4+O3. The spectra are normalized to equal integral spectral weight of the Ti 2p and
the Ti L-edge for photoemission and x-ray absorption data, respectively.
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